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Start with Username/Password control. Find a way to keep track of these and never 
change them without updating your list. I have included my Excel form, which I do not keep 
on my computer, but on a USB flash drive. My closest family members know where it is.

Next, keep track of your image imports. When, where, and what shoots did you have? 
What’s the next sequence number? Did I get them to all the places they should go 
(backups, laptops), and did I format the card after seeing three copies of my imports? I 
have an included form for that.

Get an app/program that can organize your folders, with keywords, ratings, etc. Find a 
serious editor for creating your vision of the shots. Preferably one software to integrate 
both. I use Lightroom Classic CC as part of the Adobe’s Creative Cloud Photography Plan 
for $10/mo. (free 7 day trial). It is a bargain because it includes Photoshop for almost 
nothing extra over the old buy Lightroom, wait 18 months, pay for an upgrade, wait… Now, 
new features come as soon as they are ready. I have included a 13 page document to 
describe my workflow and recommendations. My philosophy is to organize by 
chronological time and use multiple keywords to identify an image. My Image Control Logs 
can help me find the dates, if my memory is totally lost.

Secure your computer setup. Every computer should be on an Uninterruptible Power 
Supply (UPS)(laptops have it built in) with surge protection. That way, when power fails, 
your work doesn’t get lost or damaged. Every computer should have a backup system that 
you set-and-forget. I use Apple’s Time Machine. It covers my large external Solid State 
Drive (SSD) or Hard Disk Drive (HDD) where my Lr catalog and photos are, but not my 
import backup folder (duplication and possible corruption). I have two other portable HHDs 
that I copy my Lightroom folder and Pictures folder to, once-a-month. One goes off-site. 
Finally, I recommend a disk utility that can check the health of you HDDs.

(Last year [2015], I upgraded mine [TechTool Pro] and discovered it had an enhanced way 
of doing an HDD “SMART Check” to my 2011 iMac 27”, so I ran it. Two factors came up 
red. I Wikipedia’d SMART Check, and the conclusion was it had 3-6 months to failure! I 
went to OWC (aka Mac Sales) for a hybrid drive which is a HDD with some flash memory 
(SSD). They have videos and instructions to do the swap.)

Get organized and stay organized. You will have more time to shoot when you aren’t lost in 
your computer finding images, or worse in mourning of a dead HDD where all your images 
were. Now run down to Best Buy :-)
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